


Registry Week data collections by state of collection  
(total responses)

NUMBER PER CENT

Queensland 4,116 47.8

Western Australia 1,662 19.3

New South Wales 1,531 17.8

Victoria 923 10.7

Tasmania 386 4.5

TOTAL 8,618 100.0

Source: Registry Week Data Collections 2010-2017.

Sample: Two-thirds males and one-third females Median age group 35-44. 4,204 rough 
sleepers. Only 6.6% reported their highest level of education as an apprenticeship or 
tertiary studies.

20% identified as Indigenous, despite Indigenous people making up only 2.8% of the 
Australian population. A high proportion of Indigenous people reported sleeping rough, 
experiencing imprisonment and youth detention at some point in their lifetime. At the 
same time, Indigenous people were more likely than non-Indigenous homeless people 
to be with others (rather than alone) while homeless. 

PEOPLE SLEEPING ROUGH FARE WORSE THAN THOSE 
THAT ARE NOT SLEEPING ROUGH
Most rough sleepers have spent a long time rough sleeping or staying in crisis  
and emergency accommodation. Cumulative time spent homeless: mean: 6 years;  
median: 3 years. 

Those experiencing chronic homelessness exhibit elevated lifetime prevalence rates of 
serious medical conditions. People sleeping rough also report problematic alcohol and/or 
other drug use, and are frequent users of acute health services. They are also more likely 
to have past and current interactions with the police and justice system, be a victim of 
assault, engage in risky behaviours, and more likely to have a Centrelink breach.
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Categories, subcategories and examples of safety and wellbeing needs

CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY EXAMPLES FROM DATA

PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS Food/water “Food”, “Water”, “Food in my belly”, “Three meals a day”

Warmth “Warmth”, “Air conditioning”, “Warm place”, “Warm clothes”, “Clothes”

Rest “Sleep”, “Comfortable bed”, “Just to rest”

SAFETY NEEDS Physical health “Regular GP visits”, “Bulk billed GP”, “Surgery”, “Pain medication”

Mental health “Take care of my mental health”, “Mental health support”, “Clear mind”, “Counselling”

Drug and alcohol “Stay off the grog”, “Stay clean”, “Stay away from drugs”

Security “To be safe”, “To be away from partner (domestic violence)”, “Doors that lock”, “Security for my house”

Shelter “Roof over my head”, “A house”, “Safe place to sleep”, “Four walls and a roof”, “Housing”

Stay out of trouble “Stay away from people who aren’t safe”, “Stay out of trouble”, “Stop hanging around the wrong people”, “Not be in 
trouble with cops”

Stability/routine “Stability”, “Routine”, “To know what to expect”, “Stable life”

Resources “Money”, “Stable income”, “Enough money to afford rent”, “Car/licence”, “Enough money to live”

BELONGINGNESS AND 
LOVE NEEDS

Friends and family “My kids”, “Reunited with my family”, “Good, true friends”, “Contact with my son” 

Social support “Be part of a community”, “Good company”, “Positive people”, “Support services”, “Support and understanding”

Partner “A good woman”, “My partner”, “A girlfriend”, “To be able to maintain a relationship”, “A wife”

ESTEEM NEEDS Independence “To not be controlled”, “A sense of independence”, “Gaining control of my finances”, “To look after myself”

Employment “A job”, “Stable employment”, “Paid work”, “Work or volunteering”, “Part time work”

Achievement “Self-esteem”, “Self-worth”, “To be understood”, “Respect”, “To complete my studies”, “To be happy”, “Meaning”, “Purpose”

Entertainment “Music”, “TV”, “Art”, “Radio”, “Something to do with my time”


